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V I E W  F R O M  H E R E

THE PURSUIT OF LOVE 
Amazon Prime Video

In times of trouble, indeed at any time, Nancy
Mitford’s novels are fit-for-purpose spirit re-
vivers, whimsically depicting the eccentricity
of the English upper class. 

Two of the best known, The Pursuit of
Love and Love in a Cold Climate, in which
Fanny Logan narrates tales of her wayward
extended family in the interwar years, have
made for joyous TV; the latter in 1980 and
2001, and now The Pursuit of Love in a three-
part series. It’s just the ticket if you’re missing
Britain.

Emily Mortimer wrote and directed the
gem and plays Fanny’s mum, The Bolter, who
has more pressing pursuits than motherhood.
Fanny (Emily Beecham) and her cousin Linda
(Lily James) are leaving behind childhood
gambols of the Hons (a “secret society” that
meets in a linen closet) and embarking on
quests for love, none of which is approved by
Uncle Matthew (Dominic West) who, among
his passions, hates Huns and children. Meet,
too, Lord Merlin (Andrew Scott), as camp as a
row of tents.

Mitford had rich material to draw on in her
own family. One of her sisters, Hitler-loving
Unity, shot herself in the English Garden in

Munich when Britain declared war on Ger-
many; Diana married fascist leader Oswald
Mosley and was detained during the war; and
Jessica was a communist in California. 

The series was filmed in the midst of Covid
and extensive Paris scenes had to be shot in
just a few days. Family estate “Alconleigh” is a
mish-mash of locations, including the Na-
tional Trust’s Dyrham Park in Gloucester-

shire. If you know your English stately homes
(or have been viewing Sanditon and Bridger-
ton), keep eyes peeled for Badminton House
and Rousham House; Lacock Abbey in Wilt-
shire doubles for Oxford University. Period-
drama purists beware: the soundtrack is
decidely anachronistic. T. Rex’s Dandy in the
Underworld heralds Merlin’s showy debut.
GRAHAM ERBACHER
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B O O K  C L U B

THE MAIDENS
Alex Michaelides

Set on the insular campus of Cambridge 
University, the plot of this new novel feels 
like an attenuated episode of Inspector 
Morse. While the classical music-loving 
detective and his sidekick Lewis operated 
amid the dreaming spires of Oxford, 
these two British cities of high learning, 
the “Oxbridge” duo, share many 
similarities, not least the archaic systems 
and traditions of their hallowed ivy-clad 
colleges. Central to The Maidens is a plot 
straight from a Greek tragedy that 
snoopy psychotherapist Mariana Andros 
is determined to unravel. Her niece, Zoe, 
is studying at (the fictionally named) 
Christopher’s College, where her friend 
Tara has been murdered in a ritualistic 
way. Mariana is determined to protect 
Zoe and identify the killer. A charismatic 
professor of classics, Edward Fosca, is 
her prime suspect, although local coppers 
think otherwise and do not appreciate 
Mariana’s amateur meddling in the case. 

Tara was a member of The Maidens,
Fosca’s circle of 
devoted acolytes. 
Mariana was once a 
student at Cambridge, 
and so was her late 
husband, Sebastian. 
Her already inquisitive 
mind is layered with 
memories, grief and 
suspicion. She may be 
a psychology expert 
but she has neither 
subtlety nor intuition. 
Two more students die. Clearly, it is not 
going to end gently.

Alex Michaelides is a graduate of 
Cambridge and he has nailed its 
cloistered atmosphere, complete with 
porters in bowler hats and “bedders” who 
clean the student quarters, but belief has 
to be suspended that Fosca could have 
got away with hosting female students in 
his private rooms. Despite implausibility 
by the bucketload, it’s a well-paced read 
with several likely suspects and a good 
evocation of the city. Whether necessary 
or not, I like that Michaelides liberally 
quotes Cambridge scholar Alfred, Lord 
Tennyson but he relies too heavily on the 
dark notion of closed cults and piles on 
the Greek mythological references, gods 
of wrath and foreboding, including 
channelling Persephone, goddess of the 
underworld, in the naming of the Maidens 
clique. Oh, and hang on, Mariana is half-
Greek and Sebastian drowned while they 
were holidaying in Naxos.

Michaelides’s debut novel, The Silent
Patient (2019), also set in Cambridge, had 
rave reviews. I’d suggest The Maidens 
suffers from the second-book syndrome 
of heightened expectations but it’s a 
page-turner ideal for those long, 
tormented nights of the soul when there 
are no more Inspector Morse re-runs 
streaming on telly.
SUSAN KUROSAWA

S N A P  D E C I S I O N S

India and Southeast Asia as I tootled about 
with little regard for personal safety. I had a 
clear head, at least, as drugs were many steps 
too far and, heck, I still have never smoked a 
cigarette, although the billboard ads in 
Mumbai for Panama fags came with a certain 
temptation: “Nothing comes between you 
and the taste. Not even a filter.”

I stayed in dodgy digs, met fellow 
backpackers from a veritable United Nations 
of destinations, and shared communal cups 
of bad hooch without getting even a cold 
sore. It was rite of passage stuff and, let’s 
face it, I was a bit too private-school 
prudish to take real risks. The present 
generations of backpackers have different 
problems to consider. The easy spread of 
viruses, the scams and credit card cons, 
the relatively rare but not unknown 

Both my sons were out the door on gap 
years after their HSCs. I got the occasional 
postcard and birthday and Christmas phone 
calls but this was before the era of mobile 
technology so there was no way to track their 
movements. Today’s parents have the 
opposite problem of too much information, 
thanks to social media. If their children don’t 
post daily (even hourly) updates, then panic 
sets in. Mum and Dad sent aerograms to me 
on pale blue paper as thin as onion skins to 
poste restante addresses. My travels were 
pretty circular so I’d pick up these flimsy 
offerings when returning to, say, Goa, three 
months later. Then I’d reply on a postcard. 
“Stay cool, I’m fine.” Such insouciant times. So 
much that could have gone very, very wrong.

Instagram @susankurosawa

kidnappings … it’s shocking how easily things 
can go wrong. And yet we will always travel 
because that is what we do. It’s in our DNA, a 
pre-programming through the ages, a need to 
stretch untried wings.

I imagine anyone who was a (flower) child of 
the 1970s and has been watching The Serpent 
on Netflix will have been transfixed by the 
evocation of life on the hippie trail. It’s a 
simultaneously shocking and enthralling 
insight into the evil life of Charles Sobhraj 
and his accomplices, both willing and 
unwilling. Watching it makes me realise how 
much potential danger surrounded me in 

Look back 
in wonder
SUSAN KUROSAWA

Visitors to Uluru seeking a cultural souvenir 
to take home have a tempting new venue 
that’s sure to get credit cards burning in their 
back pocket. The Gallery of Central 
Australia, located next to Desert Gardens 
Hotel at Ayers Rock Resort, has on display 
about 80 paintings by artists from the Red 
Centre, encompassing parts of the Northern 
Territory, South Australia and Western 
Australia. Wood carvings, or punu, by local 
Anangu people are also on show. 

Art centres represented include 
Warlukurlangu Artists of Yuendumu, NT, 
the Iltja Ntjarra Many Hands centre in Alice 
Springs, and Walkatjara Art, based in Uluru-
Kata Tjuta National Park. These creative 
hubs are repositories of cultural knowledge, 
where young and old get together, practise 
their craft and pass down important stories 
and lore.

As well as viewing and buying art, tourists
will be able to watch works take shape as part 
of an artists-in-residence program. 

GoCA, as it’s known, is on the site of the
former Wintjiri Arts and Museum. The new 
facility has undergone a significant revamp, 
with branding designed by the late 
Kunmanara Brumby, a senior woman in the 
Mutitjulu community at Uluru who passed 
away in 2019. 

Matthew Cameron-Smith, chief executive
of Voyages Indigenous Tourism Australia 
which operates the resort, says it is important 
for artists “to have a place to showcase their 
work and be remunerated fairly and in line 
with industry standards to ensure an ethical 
supply chain”.

Open daily, 9am-5pm. Free admission.
ayersrockresort.com.au/art-gallery
PENNY HUNTER

S P E N D  I T

French-inspired, Australian-based 
brand Jac Cadeaux has augmented its 
popular linens with a winter range of 
cashmere and Australian merino wool 
garments, featuring a classic Breton-
stripe polo and cosy pullover plus 
loungewear and dressier pants and tops. 
The polo is double-ply wool with navy 
stripes on cream background. The crew-
neck Parisian pullover (pictured) comes 
in nautical navy with a band of red and 
white stripes, while casual sweatshirts 
in grey, navy or sky blue feature a 
singular red heart motif. Company 
creator Claudia Stahl has been 
influenced in her designs by the striped 
garments of the 
fishermen of Brittany 
on France’s 
northwest coast, a 
look adopted as 
“the Breton stripe” 
by Coco Chanel 
in 1917 and a 
fashion hit in 
the 1920s. 
Myriad linen 
pieces also 
available. Free 
shipping. Polo, 
$300; Parisian 
pullover, 
$240; 
sweatshirt, 
$110.
jaccadeaux.
com
SUSAN 
KUROSAWA


